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These materials encourage the use of touch to learn about 
objects and the environment, as well as to help build an under-
standing of the body and its relation to the world around it.

My Beating 
Heart
My Beating Heart is a 
soft huggable heart with 
the soothing heartbeat 
you can really feel! When 
hugging the heart to your 
chest, the tactile and au-
ditory input reminds you 
of holding and stroking 
a favorite pet. The calm 
and subtly changing beat 

models the human heartbeat in a meditative state.  You 
quickly begin to relax and de-stress, your respiration changes 
and naptime may not be far away. Try using My Beating Heart 
with children as part of calm down or bedtime routines, or as 
part of a sensory diet, prior to starting homework or before 
any high stress, anxiety provoking situations such as, trips 
to the doctor, dentist, or hair salon.  You may need to buy 2, 
one for therapy and one for yourself!       
                                                           t4040  Discontinued  

Back talk
A fun game where players try to guess 
what object has been drawn on their 
back. Cards are laid out on a table and 
each player in turn, becomes either the 
“artist” or the “canvas”. Using a plas-
tic stylus, one of the pictures from the 
deck is drawn on your back and you 
must focus on the feeling and guess 
which one it was. Terrific game em-
phasizing tactile discrimination, non-
verbal communication and fine motor skills. Back Talk, the 
game where everyone is an artist, but your works of art are 
not seen, only felt!                t8052  

k - BasketBall
K- Ball, short for Kinesthetic Basketball, is a basketball 
game you play with your eyes closed! Impossible you 
say…..read on! One side of the 11” x 17” dry-erase sur-
face depicts an entire basketball court, complete with 
men and a scoreboard. The other side shows only half 
court with men arranged in foul shot position.  The men 
are actually preprinted circles and squares in 2 different 
colors scattered across the court. The object of the game 
is for the human players to score points. To do so, your 
game piece or tip of a dry erase marker is placed on your 
shape at center court. Decide which of your teammates 
you want to “pass” to and practice that move 2 or 3 times 
with your eyes open. When ready, make that same move 
but with your eyes closed. If your dot lands totally inside 
your shape, then it was a successful pass and you get to 
go again.  If you missed your mark, ball goes to the other 
side. Feeling lucky?... go for that 3 pointer!  Play individu-
ally or in teams. It’s loads of fun and everyone’s sensory 
system gets a real kinesthetic workout! Helps improve 
awareness of body position for young and old alike. So, 
why not challenge Grandpa to a game of K-Ball!    

t5033     

Hide and seek safari Jr.
Play hide and seek with your new adorable, fuzzy plush animal 
friends! Hide the animal, indoor or out, and the special seeker 
wand tracks them with a signal only they can hear. Press the but-
ton and the safari animal hears the signal and calls out. Listen 
carefully for the trumpet of the elephant or the call of the monkey 
so you can find where they are hiding. Great for working on audi-
tory discrimination, problem solving, listening skills and attending. 
Difficulty varies depending on whether parent or child controls the 
seeker wand. Batteries included. t4550  Monkey 
             t4552 elephant  Discontinued 

sound Blocks
Beautiful set of 16 cubes 
contains 7 different and very 
distinct sound making mate-
rials.  There are two blocks 
for each material, one yellow 
and one blue.  Two blocks 

are purposely empty, assisting children 
in understanding the difference between 
sound and silence.  A fun, engaging and 
highly durable tool helping to improve 
auditory discrimination, memory and 
matching skills.    t5736  Discontinued
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fiddlesticks
A great tool for engaging fidgety 
hands is now as close as your pen-
cil.  Three different plastic heads for 
twisting, turning or clicking.  Comes 
attached to a high quality pencil but 
can be removed and used again on 
other pencils.  Need to stay alert?  
Try a fiddlestick!

t1966    1 stick  
t1967   set of 3 

noodle 
doodle
A Noodle Doodle is a full length 
(5 1/4”) squishy gel grip. Try using 
them on your writing implements or 
other tools for allover comfort or just 
as a great squishy, twisty fidget.  
 t7603 

klick toy
This is a first class 

finger fidgit! Made of small 
plastic links in two colors, that as 

you bend them, make a rewarding “klick” that can be 
heard and felt. A perfect way to help hands stay busy 
so body can rest and mind can attend. Doesn’t ev-
eryone need a klick toy?      t6167     

color reading guides
These colorful strips of transparent plastic 
help isolate a line or paragraph of print for 
easier reading. The black oblique lines at 
the top and bottom frame the desired text 
keeping visual confusion to a minimum 
and improving scanning ability. Some 
people even feel the printed text becomes 
visually clearer, easier to read and experi-
ence less eye strain. The single line strips 
are especially good at helping children 
keep their place while reading.
line strips 7” x 1 ¼ “ 
t7007  yellow each $2.00
t2891  green each $2.00
Paragraph strips 7 x 3 ¾”

1-7/8 inch wide tape
 ( yellow only)
t8344  yellow

see–n–read
See–N–Read is an innovative reading tool de-
signed to assist readers to seamlessly see, focus, 
and remember the written word. The clear reading 
window is surrounded by non-glare, tinted, trans-
parent film that reduces line skipping, allows read-
ers to more easily concentrate on content rather 
than location and helps readers transition from one 
line to the next without coming to a complete stop. 
A proven reading aid and organizational tool!  

t4971  

Pencil toPPers
Fun, colorful, highly tactile 
sensory fidgets that also fit 
on the end of a pencil. Use 
as part of a sensory diet or as 
a reward. 

Hedgehog – short spikey hair 
t6309  set of 3 

PufferBall – longer, stretchier strands 
 t6311  set of 3  

du Beads
10 bright, snappy, richly colored 
wooden beads strung on a strong 
elastic cord -They’re irresistible! 
And you get 2 of them! Twist, 
stretch, click, bend, these are the 
craziest worry-beads ever and a 
great fidget/stress reliever! 
                t5950  Discontinued

½ inch wide tape 
t4768 yellow  
t8364 green   
t8799 Blue      

HigHligHter taPe
These brightly colored tapes help bring attention to 
specific words, sentences or paragraphs, clearly and 
efficiently, leaving no trace on the page once removed. 
Transparent and repositionable, the tapes can also be 
written on. This allows teachers and parents 
to leave notes or comments on student’s 
papers which can be removed. Helps with 
reading, focus and attending skills. Rolls are 
393 inches long and come in a dispenser.

t7784  yellow each 
t4387  green each  

!
Warning:

cHoking HaZard-small Ball.
not for children under 3 yrs.

! cHoking HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoking HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

exPlorer ring
Totally unique, clear plastic 
bead filled ring. Beads flow 
from one chamber to the next 
based on the performance of 
a variety of fine motor tasks. 
Encourages tactile, auditory 

and visual exploration while working on basic hand 
skills, timing, visual tracking, motor planning and bilat-
eral coordination. Game booklet with play ideas for all 
levels included. 12 inch diameter.       B3033 
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! cHoking HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoking HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

Mini flasHligHts 
These 3” plastic working flashlights 
are small and easy to carry. Great 

for visual testing or wall-light 
chase games. Requires 1 
“AA” battery. NOT included.   
           o4806 

sPikey BloW fisH 
squirter
Softball sized fish covered 
with soft, bendable spikes.  
Extremely tactile and life like.  
Use as an air or water squirt 
toy.  Such a neat feel, you’ll 
just love rotating it around 
between your hands and over 
your palms.     t3391  

My sandBox
Portable, high quality, 16”x12” hardwood box 2¾” 
deep, comes with sand, pattern making tools and 
lid to keep it all contained. Clear plexiglass bottom 
allows colorful lid or other art to be slid underneath. 
Now trace your finger or a tool through the sand to 
create colorful pictures, letters or designs.  A fun, 
tactile way to reinforce letters and shape formation 
and to encourage free play and self-expression.    
         t1151   

Mini rainBeads
This is a new smaller size version of our popular rain-
beads product. This see through rainstick provides very 
pleasing visual and auditory stimulation, as the small col-
orful balls cascade through the tube. Cylindrical shape 
allows child to roll it across the floor or table and smaller 
size makes it easier for small hands to manipulate and 
more convenient for travel. V4441    

toucH & MatcH
A ‘groovy” stereognosis (without vision) game com-
plete with drawstring bag. The 24 foam pieces in 4 
shapes and six colors have one of 4 very different 
textures and either 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4 holes through 
them. A variety of sorting and classifying tasks can 
be developed from simple (all yellow) to complex 
(all pieces of same texture and two holes). There 
are also 24 black and white cards depicting each 
foam piece. Match cards to actual foam piece or 
use as a cue for what piece to pull out of bag. 
Remember no peeking!     t4454   

Pin art
Over 1000 flat tipped pins provide, 
no mess, touchy, tactile, ticklely 
fun. Use hand, fingers, face or any-
thing else, to form an impression. 
Small  5”x 3-3/4” in a frame.
  t6211   

eye sPy aBc Bags  
These colorful, 8” square 
fleece bags with the peek-a-
boo window provide hours of 
fidgeting fun for visually motivated children. Play 
the game and find the items that start with each let-
ter of the alphabet or build language skills as chil-
dren label each object as it is discovered. Unique, 
self-contained, take anywhere fidget for visual and 

                      tactile exploration.     
                                                                                          t6153 Discontinued  

gook  Book
These recipes for 
tactile play are all 
quick and easy. 
Each has been 
pretested and is 
sure to work, and 
to be fun! Booklet 
includes detailed directions and thera-
pist hints for 7 different tactile based 
activities. Most use common kitchen 
ingredients, and little to no cooking.  
All are natural, nontoxic, and safe for 
even small children. A must for sensory 

groups!            t6701 

! cHoking HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoking HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoking HaZard small Parts not for under 3.
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Play foaM
It’s the perfect 
tactile experience! You can squish it, sculpt it, mold it, roll it, 
cut it, save it or smoosh it and start all over again! It never 
dries out, is lightweight and comes  in 6 colors. Play Foam 
won’t crumble or stick to skin or clothing... So requires no 
clean up. These remoldable sculpting beads provide that 
messy, tactile experience without the mess. A great begin-
ning activity for those tactile  defensive children, parents 

and therapists.  t3543 

sParkle Play foaM
Add some “bling” to your tactile 
playtime with this bright, sparkly 
version of playfoam. You can 
see and feel the fun! 
        t3544   

scruB BrusH
Scrub-a-dub-dub! The bristles of this small rectangular 
plastic surgical scrub brush feel soft if used in one direc-
tion but stiff and coarse if used in other direction. The 
bristle tips are specially cut to create a three sided point 
so more surface area of the brush makes contact with the 
skin. Try it for tactile defensive programs, sensory stim, 
or just to wash hands and fingernails. (Approximately 2” 
by 3”). Course Brush also available for sensory stim and 
exploration (not for scrub programs!)       scrub Brush     

t2201     
course Brush   t2202     

WilBarger
Pressure 
BrusH
Designed by Pa-
tricia Wilbarger 
for use when 
following her 

Therapressure Massage Protocol (“Brushing 
Protocol”).  The built in, non-removable handle 
makes it very comfortable for the caregiver, pro-
ducing less hand strain and slips of the brush.  
More consistent input produces better results.  
Best results are seen when protocol is adminis-
tered properly by a trained individual.     
           t2261   

reusaBle BrusH Handles
Curved plastic handle snaps on to either of our rectangular 
brushes making grasping and scrubbing more comfort-
able.  Easy to remove when brush needs replacing.         

     t2213     

toucH Play tent
Gadzooks, this is the easiest ever tent to put up and take down. 
Patented “one touch” technology lets you simply remove tent from 
carry bag, unfold it, lift up and then push down. It’s all set and in a 
matter of 60 seconds you have a quiet reading space or isolated, 
calm down spot in a classroom corner. Use it the same way at 
home, or in the clinic. Playtime becomes more creative and maybe 
naptime less stressful. Also, great when traveling with children. 
Use at the beach, in the park, or your own backyard. This ultra 
high quality tent has been engineered with the structural stability 
to withstand wind and provides protection from UV rays. Each 48 
x 48 x 36 high tent is UV treated, SPF 30 rated and has a water 
proof floor. The kids love it and so will you!   

t5683  

koosH Balls
The original “hairy” balls 
that are easy to catch, 
hard to put down and big on fun! 
Their soft and silky feel encourages sensory 
awareness, finger movements and motivation. 
Try catch or racket and ball games.  Super for 
indoor and group games.  

t4703 original koosh
t4704  Mini koosh      

   

sticky Balls
Small round balls of ooey, gooey 
fun! Smash ‘em, squash ‘em, stick 
‘em together. Two balls to a pack.      

t6301 

sticky 
snake- roPe 
7-10” of sticky fun! Try stretching, twist-
ing, flinging or squeezing this mass of 
sticky-ness! Cut off small pieces to use 
as markers or roll between fingers. 
Great for tactile input and awareness. 
 t1601   ! cHoking HaZard small Parts not for under 3.
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sensory PuPPy
This cute as a button soft floppy puppy wags his tail and his 
whole body whenever someone picks him up, gives him a hug 
or talks to him. The vibrating puppy is great for faciliating verbal 
and physical interaction from a child. Easy take along size (14” 
long); batteries required.                t4967     

sensory Pals 
These delicious, stuffed plush animals are really loveable, 
huggable vibrators!  You can sit on, lay on, or hug the ladybug 
(18”) and she purrs with delight.  Sound or movement sets Mr. 
Frog (13”x16”) going so pick him up and start talking, singing, or 
clapping, he loves all the attention.  Terrifically rewarding,  these 
vibrating animals help develop cause and effect, vocalization and 
interaction, while providing sensory input.  Batteries required.       
t4965   lady Bug   
 t4966   Mr. frog    

We Vibrate 

feel  & find
A tactile match-
ing puzzle game. 
Set includes 20 
colorful wooden 
pieces, (10 geo-
metric shapes 
and 10 objects); 
their matching 
cutout tiles and 
a cloth bag. A great 
game that can be used as a 
simple puzzle or as a stereognostic touch 
and identify game. Try hiding 1 or more pieces in the 
bag and match to the correct tiles using only touch. Bag is 
also great for clean up and travel. A great visual and tactile 
exercise for one or more.                        t2305      

Hide ten
The versatile components of this game make it 
a great activity for younger and older children. 
Comes with ten blue pouches with hook and loop 
closures and 13 wooden shapes with matching 
silhouette cards. Use all the object and pouches 
or just a few; let the children find the matches with 
vision or just through feel. Simply opening all the 
pouches and putting a figure in each one will be a 
perfect motor and endurance challenge for some 
children. A great addition to every therapy bag, 
preschool, therapy clinic and home play room.   
                                            t5623 Discontinued 

WaVe druM
It is like holding the ocean in your 
hands; great sounds and sights!  Tilt 
the disk back and forth to watch and 
listen to the waves of colorful beads.  
10-inch diameter facilitates bilateral 
hand use for interaction.  Change 
speed, shake, tap with hand or mallet 
(included) to produce different visual 
and auditory effects.  Fascinating to 
watch, as it reinforces cause and ef-
fect and delights both young and old.  
        V4452   

! cHoking HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoking HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoking HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoking HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

aniMal Massagers
Press the cute little button nose on 
these adorable plastic animals and they continue to vibrator 
until button is again pushed. Vibration is a strong sensory input 
that is frequently rewarding to many children and adults. Use 
these guys to wake up sleepy muscles or to relax them when 
they are stressed. Easy on/off mechanism and hand held size 
lets children operate independently 
reinforcing cause and effect. (*Actual 
animals may vary)
  t1268    Bug    
  t1269    dog   
  t1270    frog   
  t1271    3 animal family   
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stretcHy 
string
Made from quite pos-
sibly the most elastic 
compound on earth 
these 12 inch long 
strings stretch like crazy! 2 strings 
per pack. Tie them together, wrap 
them around fingers, twirl them 
in the air or tie them to wrist as 
a handy fidget. Each strand pro-
vides over 10 ft of stretchy fun!                             

t3406 

fickle foaM
Four-inch square of thin foam with 
a laminated top.  Watch the surface 
turn color whenever touched by the 
warmth of your fingertips or other 
body parts.  Fun to watch and a 
great cause and effect toy.  Try iso-
lating fingertips or using your toes!        

                t7546   

stretcH Monkey
What could be a better “take along 
buddy” than these adorable, soft 
and fuzzy critters with the super 
stretchy arms? Provides tons of 
stretchy, resistive, proprioceptive 
fun to help facilitate calm down 
routines.  t4602      

BoP-Bag
Same pear shaped, durable, 
vinyl construction as our origi-
nal 40” bopbag, but this one 
is all white, like a clean write 
and wipe board. Comes with 
5 wet-erase colored markers 
allowing children or adults to 
personalize the bag to fit their 
current emotional state. Draw 
or write who or what’s bother-
ing you on the bag and swing 
away. Helps release pent up 
anger and aggression. Cleans 
with a wet sponge or cloth.                       

u3108   

scented Play clay
Kids love this new play clay! It’s soft 
and pliable, brightly colored, strongly 
scented and designed to last.  Com-
pletely natural-nontoxic. Scented to 
match the colors (red-cherry; purple-
grape...) Set includes 7 cups each a 
different color. (Larger buckets avail-
able on request)                               

t5201    

! cHoking HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoking HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoking HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

Body Blanket
Stepping into one of these whole body blankets in like noth-
ing you have ever done before! You just need to stretch, push 
and move around as you explore the space around you. The 
stretchy, pushback quality of the fabric provides a whole-bod-
ies-worth of proprioceptive feedback. This helps calm the cen-
tral nervous system and teaches the child or adult about where 
their body is in space. Made of 4 way stretch lycra with Velcro 
closure. For the more cautious experience seekers, head/face 
can remain outside the blanket. 3 Sizes available.
 t5040  small Body Blanket 40” x 27”    
 t5045  Medium Body Blanket 47” x 27” 
 t5061  large Body Blanket 56” x 27”     

relax Book
A small book takes on a big topic 
and does it right. The first part of 
this 35-page book talks to children 
about what can cause stress and 
anxiety in their lives. Things like a 
new baby, being bullied, parents 
fighting and test at school. The sec-
ond part teaches them to find ways 
to keep from being overwhelmed. Breathing, stretching, 
attitude, changes and imagery are a few of the many 
coping techniques and relaxation exercises presented. 
Kid friendly illustrations and text, but not childish. Can be 
a great bedtime book to help relaxation for sleep. 

t5832   
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scruncHkins
Squeezable animals or balls made 
of a memory foam.  Give ‘em a 
squeeze and watch them unscrunch 
and change right before your eyes!  
Animals and balls are assorted, so 
order more then one.    
    t2705    

Wikki stix actiVity set
Comes with 84 short colored wikki stixs and a 
firm, durable, reusable playboard to work your 
wikki’s on. Board can also be used as a write 
- wipe surface. You can draw a design, then 
outline it in wikki’s (sorry-pens not included). 
Playboard is also great for working in a verti-
cal plane, and also when no surface is avail-
able (i.e. travel, bed)    r3004      

Wikki  stix
Colorful, nontoxic waxed strings which 
are easily molded to create various forms, 
shapes and letters. Includes 48 reusable 
wikkies. Excellent for finger manipulation 
and tactile stim.     

P3001  Primary colors     
P3002  neon colors      

Pfot finger fidget kit #2
A second collection of small manipulative objects perfect 
for keeping restless, fidgety hands out of trouble. A great-
er level of attentiveness  and organization can frequently 
be maintained when hands are engaged. Set includes 2 
each of six different items, each with their own unique 
sensory feel. Wood klick blocks- 4” of small multicolored 
blocks held together with a strong elastic band. Can be 
repeatedly bent and manipulated. Hairy PomPom- Thin 
strands of stretchy rubber provide light touch and stretch-
ability. glitter water ball keychain-Pleasing, squishy 
and sparkley squeeze toy for the hands.Contains latex. 
stretch lizards- colorful, stretchy lizards for pulling and 
wrapping around fingers.  squeeze animal- Cute crittert 
with sticky eyes that pop and get bigger the harder you 
squeeze.  Bendable smile guy- 3 in. of yellow bendable 
fun to keep fingers working.         t7015    

Magnetic doZer
Try to move the bulldozer through 
the tunnels and plow the streets 
clear ! Fully encased, made of stur-
dy, long lasting cardboard. Requires 
the use of two hands, as magnet is 
held under the board and moved 
with one hand while the other hand 
must hold the board in a horizontal 
plane. Fully enjoyable for the chil-
dren and they never realize how 
hard they really are working!   
  t5901  Discontinued

Pfot finger
       fidget kit #1
Why a finger fidget kit? 
Use of finger fidgets 
can influence a clients 
level of energy and 
arousal. Many children 
have not found what 
works for them or what 
they have found is mak-

ing their teachers crazy! This kit contains 2 sets of 8 different small 
items, each providing a different sensory input. Use as evaluation 
kit to help you and your client discover which works best to increase 
alertness or decrease and channel excess energy. Kit includes: • 2 
levels of Resistive Exercise Band in 1” wide strips for pulling, wrap-
ping around fingers and providing a “bounce back” feel (4 pieces 
total)• (2) square pieces of a soft resistive band for light touch to 
fingers and hand stim• 2 levels of Resistive putty individually packed 
for stretch, pull and the smooth feel (4 pieces total) • (2) 6 piece sets 
of 6” Wikki Stix’s for tacky fun; • (2) 6” Clicks with 16 individual plastic 
links designed to swivel and quietly click, both auditorily and proprio-
ceptively, at each joint; • (2) mini Spiderballs, have 3” strands of hair. 
Use as pencil topper and shake across palm or back of hands for 
light touch • (6) Snappeez: dots of 1 piece fit into the holes of another 
piece to make a smooth finished surface.• (2) large high quality bal-
loons to make your own finger fidget balloons. (Replacement pieces 
are available-please call)             M7006   

! cHoking HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoking HaZard small Parts/Balloon not for under 3. ! cHoking HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoking HaZard small Parts not for under 3. ! cHoking HaZard small Parts not for under 3.
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unusual squeeZe Balls/odd Balls
We’re very excited about these fun balls. They’re tactile. They’re visual.  They’re 
stretchy. They’re squeezable. They’re balls, but they don’t bounce and they are very 
hard to put down!  Each is slightly different, but all are highly pleasing to look at and play 
with. We could not decide which one we like best, so we got them all!   (Although made 
of nontoxic and durable material, caution and common sense should be used. They 
will weaken over time and break. They also will break  if punctured, bitten or abused.  
Choke hazards may be present if broken.  Also, please avoid temperature extremes 
which will effect materials).  Please note: all balls on this page contain latex and 

    
color cHanging Ball
Squeezy ball with a colored, outer skin 
that changes color when squeezed. 
A highly tactile experience for the 
hands.  
   t3448   Discontinued 

dna Balls  
Filled with mini spheres in hot neon col-
ors, this ball is a little bit squishy, a lot 
bumpy and very pretty to look at! Mosaic 
like pattern of the mini balls changes with 
each squeeze,So happy squeezing!   
         t3491  

sPagHetti Ball  
It’s a sensory bonanza! Thin 
strands of wiggly, jiggly, stretchy 
and colorful hyper flex material 
that feels amazing on your skin 
and looks amazing at they sail 
through the air! Try it – you’ll 
like it!   t3496 

rainBoW clackers
It looks like a small, many tentacled 
creature with a colorful eyeball at the 
end of each stretchy tentacle, so kids 
of course, love them! Balls make a soft 
“clacking” sound as they are touched 
together during play.    t3413 

!
Warning:

cHoking HaZard-small Ball.
not for children under 3 yrs.

! cHoking HaZard small Balls. not for under 3.

Bead Ball 
A soothing, oozing combination 
of hundreds of tiny beads and 
gel makes this one a little resis-
tive but pleasing.       

t3457    
       

! cHoking HaZard small Balls. not for under 3.

! cHoking HaZard small Balls. not for under 3.

! cHoking HaZard small Parts. not for under 3.

! cHoking HaZard small Balls. not for under 3.

inside out nesting Ball
What a deal! You get 3 great inside out balls in one. Spiky 
mini ball fits inside regular bumpy ball and that fits inside 
a totally smooth mondo ball. A great workout for the hands 

and head as kids work to nest 
and un-nest this stretchy trio!   
 t3493   

Ziggy Pasta Ball
The thin crinkle cut strands of the hy-
per stretchy stuff provides a bowlful of 
light sensory fun. Go ahead, stretch it, 
bounce it like a yo-yo, squeeze it; give 
it all you got and watch it come back 
for more! t4601
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ergo Balls
They’re soft yet tactile, resis-
tive, yet yielding and amazingly 
comforting.  Each of these little 
treasures are made with a cotton 
Lycra® cover filled with specially 
coated plastic beads that glide 
smoothly over each other.  The result is a “can’t 
put it down,” squeezable, hand exerciser and 
stress relief machine. t3450 small 2”  

   t3452 large 3”  

urcHin Ball
The soft, flowing spines of this 
ball caress your skin just so, 
making it almost impossible 
to put down!                 
            t3423  Discontinued 

Hairy VelVet sliMe
These strands feel like a mess of silky ooze ca-
ressing your skin or dripping through your fin-
gers. Squeeze them, pull them or lightly drag 
them over your arms and legs, the sensations 
are one of a kind.  t3463    

Beaded
sPagHetti Ball
Same great soft stretchy material as our other 
Spaghetti Balls but they have added some bead 
like bumps providing loads more tactile input.  
                                         t3444   Discontinued

! cHoking HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

eggersiZer
Classic, egg shaped hand exerciser looks great 
and has a great feel. Solid material so kids can 
squeeze as hard as they want. Perfect fidget, 
nervous energy releaser or distracter when a 
student or anyone is anxious. 

t3270   

! cHoking HaZard small Parts. not for under 3.

BloBZ Ball
This ball offers no resistance at all. When 

squeezed it oozes through your fingers. 
Provides a very strange, slightly 
sticky sensation. Also, when thrown 
against a surface it goes “splat” and 
looks like an amoeba.  But like mag-
ic watch it reform into a ball.    

      t3440   

! cHoking HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoking HaZard small Parts. not for under 3.

icky yicky / sMile face Ball
A clear skin filled with gel and a collection of 
14 small balls all sporting a big smiley face. A 
great sensory experiences as the balls glide 

and slide over each other.  
                 t3410  

sPikey gloVes
Looks sort of scary and tough but these are the 
softest spikes you ever felt. Easily stretches over 
hand providing a comforting hug. A totally amazing 
tactile experience!
  t3407    
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Mondo inside-out Ball
For the animal lover we have colorful 
frogs. And for people who just like to 
smile we have the classic yellow with 
black features. When turned inside 

out  these soft, stretchy, colorful balls re-
semble porcupines.  Stretch them, squeeze 
them and watch as they return back to their 
original size. 65 mm 

t3442   frog  

inside out Balls
Abracadabra - you’re a magician as you 
change this soft round ball into a soft spiky 
ball with a quick flip of your hands. Experi-
ence stretchy, prickly, smooth and soft all at 
the same time with this way cool ball.                   

t3461  48mm     

! cHoking HaZard small Balls. not for under 3.

! cHoking HaZard small Parts. not for under 3.

! cHoking HaZard small Parts. not for under 3.

! cHoking HaZard small Parts. not for under 3.

sPikey tangle
This Tangle is totally covered 
with tiny, rubbery spikes in con-
trasting colors (18 links). In your 
hand it feels like a twisty, turny, 
softly prickly ball of sensory fun!
                t3371  Discontinued 

Hairy tangle
Tangle, the classic, sleek 
plastic fidget toy, has 
morphed into a junior sized  
(16 links)  hairy beast! Best 
way to calm the “hairy beast” 
in all of us... play with a hairy 
tangle! The addition of long 
strands of colorful stretchy 
hair make this a sensory 
fidget like no other! 

t3373  

tangles   
An incredible fidget.  It just makes your fingers 
want to move!  Multi-colored segments join 
together to twist and turn, move and groove. 
These small, brightly, colored plastic toys will 
quickly become a favorite. Four styles to choose 
from. Tangle Jr. is small, smooth and colorful; 
Textured Tangle Jr. is small and adds bumps, 
ridges and grooves to the fun;  Fuzzy Tangle Jr. 
is, well… fuzzy! The smaller size,  cool colors, 
and fuzzy texture are a tactile treat!
  t3381  tangle Jr.   
  t3659  texture Jr   
  t3364  fuzzy Jr.     

cHroMe Jr. tangle
It has all the smooth moves of the original tangles 
but with the added sensory appeal of feeling heavy 
to the hand. It’s a smooth, shiny, twisty and weighty 
delight for the hand to hold and play with. What more 
could you want in a fidget?
  t3384   

tHeraPy tangle
Well, maybe you like your 
fidgets soft! Then the Ther-
apy Tangle with its soft, pli-
able rubber coating, distinc-
tive raised tactile nodes and 
soothing colors, is just what 
you have been waiting for! 
The one of a kind feel and 
action keeps the fingers mo-
bile and the stress reduced. 
Doesn’t everyone you know 
need one of these?    

t3386 therapy
t3388 relax Jr   

! cHoking HaZard small Parts. not for under 3.

! cHoking HaZard small Parts. not for under 3.
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Jitter critters & 
ViBrating squeeZies
Just pull the cord and feel or 
watch these guys go.  They 
shake, wiggle and rock-n-roll 
until the cord retracts. Want 
more? You’ll have to pull the 
string again. Highly motivating 
bilateral toy reinforces cause 
and effect and provides re-
warding vibrating input to the 

hands. Place them on table top and watch 
them dance. No batteries required 
but fair hand strength needed.  
 individually 

laP lander 2
A terrifically effective and less 
invasive alternative to the use 
of weighted vests. Weighted 
with 4 lbs of popcorn seeds, 
the Lap Lander reaches across 
the lap and down the thighs 
(9”x18”) to provide increased 
proprioceptive feedback and 
stability for user while sitting 
at a desk or on the floor. Helps 
reduce hyperactivity and agita-
tion while increasing attending 
and organization. Made from 
attractive, machine washable, kid friendly fabrics with puff paint 
embellishments for increased sensory output. Separate pockets in 
which hand and fingers can play and hide.           t6666  

insta-snoW ™
Feeling warm or sluggish today? Add a little wa-
ter to some Insta-Snow ™ powder and watch it 
erupt into a mound of the fluffy, cool stuff.  Have 
fun making snowballs, snowmen, cold packs or 
slush.  An amazing sensory wake up activity. 8 oz 
container makes approximately 2 gallons, enough 
for a sensory group or large snow bucket.       

t1011      

sPin & WasH
Need help with bath time? Let Monkey help! Sim-
ply give his tail a spin and wherever it lands, that’s 
the next body part to be washed. Colorful engaging  
graphics on floating foam disc. Provides kids with a 
sense of control over their body and makes bath time 
a fun interactive experience for everyone! 

t1171   

fingertiP 
Massager
This small, yet powerful 
fingertip massager lets 
therapists apply vibra-

tory input to more precise, 
defined locations than larger massage units allow.  And 
because it fits over a finger, delivery of the input is ac-
complished in a more naturally less threatening manner.  
Use with or without one of the 3 textured tips to heighten 
awareness of specific body parts, increase level of alert-
ness or increase muscle tone. Does a great job...from 
facilitating improved lip closure for reduced drooling, to 
increasing wrist extension for improved pencil/crayon 
grasp. Batteries and handy carry pouch included.
                                                       t5559  Discontinued  

snaP Bags
These 6 linking beanbags 
offer a wide variety of play 
and positioning options. 
Snap all 6 together and 
use as a shoulder or lap 
weight to provide calming 
proprioceptive input or 
stability where needed.  
Children can work on fine 
motor control as they snap 
and unsnap the bags in different number, 
shape and color sequences. Try toss-
ing and catching 1, 2 or 3 snapped 
together.  Includes draw string stor-
age bag and booklet of other play 
options. A versatile, must have piece 
of equipment for every therapy bag 
or clinic space.  t3600  

t7082 Whale 
t7085 turtle 
t7086 Jitter animal 
 family (1 each  of 6)     
 

t2763 spider 
t2764 ladybug
t2768  alligator
t7081   otter 
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arM & Hand WeigHts
An easy, very functional means for providing proprioceptive input to forearms and hands 
thereby increasing kinesthetic awareness during fine motor and self-care activities. Can 
also be helpful in providing increased stability for those with instability or tremors. Made 
from durable lycra, double stitched for strength and filled with lead-free steel shot.

WeigHted Vests
While attractive to look at, this vest is also uniquely designed with 
weight pouches at, but not on the shoulders, as well as on the front 
and back. Weight is distributed evenly across the upper body. Com-
fortable for the wearer, it provides proprioceptive input and stability, 
helping to calm children and improve attending. Remove all weight 
pouches before machine washing the satin protected cotton denim 
material.
      t6640   x-small  size 2    1lb            
           t6641     small size  3-4  1lb       
           t6642     Med size    5-6  2lb     
      t6643     large size   7-8 2lb    
      t6644    xl  size     10-12 2lb    

Hand WeigHt
Unique design, places weight over 
back of hand, keeping palm totally 
open. Finger loops secure weight to 
hand while still allowing great finger 
flexibility and wrist mobility

t6630  small    2.50” - 3/8 lb.
t6632 Medium 2.75” - 1/2 lb. 
t6634 large     3.00” - 1/2 lb.

forearM WeigHt
Tapered sleeve slips over hand to 
cover a large portion of forearm for 
even distribution of weight.

t6621  small 5.5” - 1/2lb.  
t6622  Medium  6.5” -1lb.   

leg WeigHts
Same great quality construction as our hand and 
forearm weights, Leg weights provide proprioceptive 
input for those with diminished sensory processing.  
Designed to allow maximum lower leg flexibility and 
mobility it will help increase kinesthetic awareness 
during gross motor, helping to improve body aware-
ness, motor planning and overall co-ordination.  Size 
determined by measurement taken from 2” above an-
kle bone to crease of the knee.
  t6615   small  7” -1/2 lb  
  t6618   Medium 9” - 1lb   
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coZy coMforter™
By WeigHted WearaBles™
The first thing you will notice about these comforters is 
the high quality of the workmanship and materials used. 
They are beautiful to look at and a pleasure to feel.  With 
the pleasing printed fabric on the outside and the cozy 
fleece underside, it is easy to imagine yourself or your 
child wrapped in its weighted folds. Use at school, home 
or in the clinic, while playing, resting or sleeping. The all 
over body pressure/proprioceptive input provided by the 
quilt works to relax the body and calm the central nervous 
system.  Great for use with highly active, unorganized 
children and adults.  Available in two sizes, and in juvenile 
print or attractive plaid fabric. The weight tubes are easily 
removed for machine washing and drying.
  small (45”x60”)  10-12 lbs.  Juvenile Print  
     t6603      
  large (60”x80”)  15-18 lbs.  Plaid Print
    t6604      

Miracle Belt coVers
Blue material covering gives the normally sporty black 
Miracle Belt  more of a wardrobe accessory look!       
             

Miracle 
Belt™
The Miracle 
Belt is a weighted therapy belt for children 
which promotes self calming, balance and 
increased body awareness by enhancing 
proprioceptive feedback.  When wearing 
the belt children quickly feel more ground-
ed, focused and secure.  Attending and 
stability improves, distractibility decreases 
and children are better able and more neu-
rologically prepared to participate in tasks 
and activities at home, school and at play.    
The proximal/central location of the Belt at 
the waist means less weight is required to 
effect a change. Worn under or over cloth-
ing, the Miracle Belt is a wonderfully freeing 
alternative to weighted vests. Made with 
EVA foam and neoprene weight pouches 
filled with tiny stainless steel balls, the Belt 
is one of the most comfortable, safe and 
durable sensory processing aids available!  

t7021 small belt:     child weighing 15-25lbs - 
   waist of 14”-24”  1lb.   
t7024 Medium belt: child weighing 25-45lbs - 
   waist of 16”-26”  2lb.   
t7025 large belt:     child weighing 45-75lbs - 
   waist of 18”-28”  3lb.   
t7071 xlarge belt:    child weighing 75-125lb - 
   waist of 26”-36”  4lb.   

t7073 small cover 
t7074 Med. cover  

t7075 lg.  cover   
t7077 xlg. cover  

focus laPPy
This new and exciting weight-
ed lap pad comes with 2 hand 
fidgets already attached and 
ready for use! Fidgets are 
removable and others can 
be easily added. Durably 
constructed of tough Con-
dura nylon and heavy duty 
webbing; the Focus Lappy is 
weighted with play sand and 
comes with a removable, ma-
chine washable, fleece cover. 
Weighs 4.2 lbs. and mea-
sures 23”x8”. Pockets on the 
underside of the Lappy give 

the hands a soft, warm place to burrow. While using the 
Focus Lappy students remain in their seat longer and both-
er their neighbors less. Ad-
ditionally, users tend to be 
calmer and more focused 
with better attending and 
greater patience. Perfect 
for use in the classroom, 
clinic or at home.      

t6677  Medium  

(Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery time. addtional 
shipping may be needed- due to weight and size)

sensory Box
A terrific starter collection of sensory toys to keep hands 
and fingers occupied, helping the brain focus on learning 
new information. Additionally, children respond positively to 
these items, making them perfect for use as rewards. Sen-
sory boxes are fun for parents and teachers too!  Includes 
1 each of the following items. (Specific Items may vary, but 
value remains the same). Box not included.
  Wood Clicks Klixx
  Tangle Jr Fickle Foam
  Bead Ball Textured Tangle Jr
  Inside Out Ball Spaghetti Ball
  Small Ergo Ball Scrunchkin
  Animal Jitter t8939  
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